Bright Bricks Ltd, 32 Woolmer Way, Bordon, Hampshire, GU35 9QF England
www.bright-bricks.com
+44 (0)1420 488993

Bright Bricks Ltd Freelance Events Facilitators Open
Day
We are looking for enthusiastic and motivated Freelance Events Facilitators for our
various Shows and Events on a regular ad-hoc basis.
This is an exciting opportunity for people looking for freelance work that involves
travelling across the country and abroad for our very unique company that will further
enhance their work and career portfolio.... not every event or company works with
and around LEGO!
We will be holding a fun and interactive recruitment open day on Saturday January
27th from 12:30-4:30pm at our Bordon, Hampshire site for around 10 candidates to
show case their skills and appeal in both events set up and public interaction.
So, if you fancy some regular freelance events work with some fun (….and LEGO!)
then this is for you!
***Please note this is for freelance work ONLY***
Salary: £10+ per hour depending on experience
**************************************
Responsibilities and Duties
This work is primarily split into two parts:
Delivering and setting up/breaking down and collecting equipment both before and
after the events.
During the actual events being actively involved in facilitating and interacting with the
general public on LEGO themed activities.
Qualifications and Skills
We are looking for ideal candidates with:
Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
Ability to work both as part of a team and independently
A confident and positive attitude - this is both a client and public facing role where we
are looking for enthusiastic and professional workers
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Essential requirements:
Flexibility - please note this work may involve long working hours such as day and
evenings, weekends and possibly school holidays. In addition, working away from
home and sometimes over periods depending on the event. Furthermore, there will
be travel requirements around the UK with a bonus of working abroad for events.
Good level of fitness for setting up event work
Desirable requirements:
Previous events and/or children entertainment experience
Driving licence
Valid Passport
Good spoken English
First aid trained

**************************************

Interested?
Please send a CV and cover letter by Midday
Thursday 18th January 2018 to
jobs@brightbricks.com and we will be in contact
shortly after if we would like to shortlist you for the
Open Day.

***************************************
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